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with the North-West of the Indian world, does not
mention Kapisa even once, while the name of Kamboja
appears there almost incessantly. Kamboja and Kapisa
seem to be two attempts to render the same foreign word
in a language which did not lend itself to the purpose :
~-^~ = hm ; of 4- — each has a labial followed by a palatal,
k&m	o    i
unvoiced in the first case and sonant in the second ; the
middle term seems to have been in the two cases a spirant:
f and z both of which are wanting in Sanskrit. The
spirant appears in Greek also^ in the sibilant of the proper
name Kambyses = Ka(n) bujiya, the son of Cyrus, of whom
the name probably recalled one of the conquests of his
father, the destructor of KapiSS. In any case, the two
spirants seem to be quite clear in the title of fiadphizes
claimed by the Kushans, when their power had spread from
the district of Kuei-shuang to that of Kao-fu — Kambu in
Chinese transcription. The title of Kadphizes is symmetri-
cal with the title of Taxiles, under which the king of
Taxila-Taksasila whose personal name was Ambhi, is famous
in the history of Alexander. Both are tadrdja, according
to the terminology of Panini, IV, I, 174 • Kamboja
has even the honour of a special sutra, IV, 1, 175,
tambojal luk : there is no Vrddhi for designating the
king ; he is Kamboja (and not Kamloja). It is an excep-
tion which Katyayana and Patanjali extends to a series
of princes : Coda, Kar-era, Kerala and which Candragomin,,
II, 4, 104*, completes with Saka, all "margraves," chiefs
established on the borders of India. I do not want to
push this complicated question further here. I propose
to take it up again elsewhere in detail with a \iew to
drawing certain conclusions that bear on the history of
the Kushaas in particular. I will quote here only one

